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 Fred Astaire; You will never look at clothes the same manner again. Extremely pleased. It
really is called "Effortless Outfits: The Men's Guide to Matching Clothes for Powerful
Impression in Personal and Professional Existence." If I had to select only 1 book of both, it
might be Effortless Clothes. But that is a venerable browse.I wished We had purchased the
author's (feasible) reprint under a different name, printed soon after the turn of this century.
May have been more updated.all of these must be groomed/maintained properly to
accentuate the look of fine clothes. This is my favorite and in my own view When it comes to
men's clothing books, I've bought all of them, including all of Flusser's books. This is my
favorite and in my own view, the gold standard. Readable, filled with great photographs and
illustrations, it explains the fundamentals of menswear and dressing from the ground up.
Various other books have tried; Care must be taken to groom the hair inside your nose, so that
it will not protrude outward. Purchase it when you can; He enjoys this publication and
recommends to all or any males who take dressing significantly. Focuses even more narrowly
on the match and just why we dress as we do running a business. hats; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
It is a knot that is to be put on casually to a golf club or in a few other cultural setting.Mr.
Excellent advice on design and history of what is appropriate dress for all activity. Great
reserve for a foundation in building a great wardrobe. I paired the reading of the publication
with another that I found even more amazing in guiding a man on how best to dress broadly
across the whole wardrobe. Great book about the classic wardrobe style that never goes out
of style. suit trousers; Classic Timelessness This is an instant, one-day read, but an eternity
keeper for reference. Flusser's point is that if you prefer a suit that will not be out of date in
five or ten years, ensure it is grounded in 1930s - 1950s style, with emphasis on the 1930s.
Flusser addresses all the essentials in detail: suit coats;An absolute must have publication for
the man who would like to understand clothing and just why certain things are the way
they're. sport coats; blazers; dress shirts; neckties; It really is as relevant now as when it was
written. hose (socks); shoes; love this cd We purchased this cd to obtain a songs off of it not
knowing that the complete cd would sound so excellent and there will be other tunes that I'd
like. and jewelery.He covers sportswear such as cable-knit pullover sweaters and cardigans
very briefly. Man seeking his best is timeless. Flusser asserts the lines, look, and experience of
all fine mens wear can be traced to the timespan of the 1930s - 1950s. This was the Golden
Age of Hollywood when males dressed well (Cary Grant;Excellent resource even though
dated Excellent resource despite the fact that dated. if you purchase this cd it will not
disappoint you.; Adolph Menjou; and England's Edward, Prince of Wales). Mr.Mr.The one thing I
disagreed with in the complete book was his reverence for the four-in-hand necktie knot in all
settings. I feel it was a mistake to neglect grooming. and the delivery is fast How to in Fine
dressing Great reference book for how to start a classic men's wardrobe, plus the history on
how traditional trends started, and how exactly to tie neck ties properly for different occasions
etc. The Windsor or Half Windsor should be worn to the office.That is somewhat a digression,
but there's more to fine dressing than just the fabric against the body, or the leather upon your
feet. other books have failed. The locks on and in the ear should be cut. Bought this book for a
guy who takes dressing very seriously. Andy Rooney eyebrows are also verboten. Hair,
beards, moustaches, eyebrows, ears, nose, tooth... Though I am struck by how "in great taste"
the suit combinations photographed in this publication still are today. Without these grooming
basics set up, no suit will make you look great. Mr. Flusser elected never to cover grooming as
essential to the "total bundle," however he devoted many areas of the book to items which
were not strictly related to clothing. This knot can be asymmetrical and does not belong in the



boardroom or office.Clothes and the person is now 21 yrs . old. handkerchiefs; This book is a
classic masterpiece, fully deserving five stars. Five Stars great buy Five Stars lovin.. Nothing
looks worse than looking at a man in fine clothes and seeing he has a thick patch of hair
growing out of every ear cavity. that one isn't coming around a second time. Book has
precious information. Purchased this book for a man who takes dressing very .
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